Body and Earth Integrative Work      			    Transcendent Practices Spg 2004
 
Note:  Students new to Transcendent Practices need to read this document closely.  Students continuing in TP need to note particularly two critical changes.  First, working groups will be given the chance to modify the Final Chapter project if they can come to a consensus about what sort of project they would rather do. Secondly, whether your peer group does choose to do a final chapter project as described below or an alternate project, your work must satisfy the following requirements.  The project must involve small peer group work, must in some way address mind-body awareness in relationship to transcendent practices, and must be approved by your seminar faculty member.  Reviewing our program questions, including spring quarter’s thematic questions related to sustenance should be helpful in focussing your work.

Andrea Olsen's Body and Earth will provide us with the core text for Transcendent Practice.  The book is arranged into 31 chapters, one for each of the weeks of the school year; we expect students to read and work through a chapter a week.  That chapter should be read before yoga on Monday mornings.
  
In the fall quarter, some students were of the opinion that, while the text of the chapters was useful (Joanna Cashman tailors her Monday yoga class to the weekly chapter’s text,) the follow-up To Do exercises were less so.  Consequently, weekly assignments winter quarter allowed students to bypass the Olsen To Do exercises, and, instead, to work with Biel’s Trail Guide to the Body.  Several groups, in fact, opted to continue to work with Olsen’s To Do exercises either after finding Biel even less helpful or having enjoyed Olsen’s To Do exercises all along.  In the Spring Quarter students have the option of working with Olsen or with Biel’s various Step-by-Step Instructions for Palpating a Structure.  Biel’s exercises have the virtue of imparting new and concrete information about your body, and are custom-made for small group work.  To understand this assignment, you need to look at Biel’s Table of Contents.  After a useful introduction, and beginning on page 49, Biel divides his book into 6 section corresponding to anatomical regions (Shoulder and Arm, Spine and Thorax, etc.)  Each of these sections has a subsection called Muscles of the ….  Each of these is divided, in turn, into sections of palpation exercises regarding muscles. 

Students, working in their small working groups, should work through a minimum of 2 of these sections per week.  Documentation will be accomplished by writing about the experience of working through the section.  Note that roles can (and should) be divided between members of the working group; one person will palpate, one person will be palpated, one person will read the instructions aloud.  Most of the sections are relatively short, and the exercise, consequently, not excessively time-consuming.  Documentary writing will, obviously, be different if one is the reader/observer rather than the one palpated.  My experience, however, is that these exercises are more fun when each section is redone multiple times with roles changing each time; students can then choose the point-of-view from which they want to write.  Each student should produce a paragraph of writing on each section and do (minimum) two sections per week.  These should be labeled clearly with name and Week number, and included in a separate section (Titled Body & Earth/Muscles) of your portfolios.  If you choose to work with Biel’s text this experiential writing will take the place of Olsen’s To Do work.  If you work with Olsen’s To Do exercises you must include this work in your portfolio.

Lastly, as a final project for the Spring quarter, students, in working groups of 3 or 4, will produce an additional chapter to Andrea Olsen's book.  (Returning students note that this assignment is a repeat of the one completed in Fall and Winter.)  Your challenge will be to agree on a topic that relates to some aspect of the course's themes of transcendence, practice and sustenance, and to appropriately divide the labor involved in researching, writing, designing an appropriate To Do section, doing layout, writing an autobiographical fragment/memoir, and producing a 4-6 page chapter of which you can be proud.  Note that faculty expects the "created chapters" to parallel Olsen's chapters, and that skills in layout will be emphatically taken into account.  You will have the opportunity to learn all required InDesign skills from peer group members or at the Computer Center by arranging for your own tutorials through John McGee (mcgeej@evergreen.edu).  
 
In addition, we expect students to include, as Olsen does, appropriate artwork, of which a minimum of half should be original.  A rule-of-thumb is that we expect one "illustration" per page.  You may include "found" or favorite images by others, but half must be original, and may be 2-D drawings, photos, paintings, etc, or 3-D objects (photographed and scanned in.)  Note that  the book itself provides the best template for this project, and that Olsen invariably cites/credits the artist.  Note, additionally, that there are even instructions for a "final chapter project" provided in Day 31(p.228.)  These cooperative projects will provide a basis for credit assignment and evaluations, and hopefully will be made available to peer working groups through the TP Web page and some sort of student publication.  
 
It's worth noting that there is a presumption that the topic of your chapter "essay" will require some research, and while there are no constraints on what the topic should be, we feel strongly that it's important that the topic be sharply focussed and factual.  Resources used to research your chosen topic must be included on a separate page at the end of the chapter, using the Olsen text (pp.231-240) again as a model.  Final chapter projects as well as alternate projects will be due the last week of the quarter and subject to peer evaluation.

N.B.  Regarding the Biel muscle palpation exercises: Please be sure to read Biel p.14-16 Palpation Hints.  It is an understatement to say that touch is a minefield; it can evoke countless emotional, political and interpersonal issues.  Verbal communication between group members is absolutely key, and no one should feel constrained to do anything that feels unsafe to him/her.  If you have problems with any facet of these exercises, discuss them with your group up front, and involve a faculty member if you need help.  


